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Every scalar we encountered until now has 
properties (mass, vev, etc) that are calculable 
within some more fundamental theory:
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Question:  What does the Standard Model 
predict if you collide electrons at 10277 GeV?
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What about the Higgs?
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Consider a single pNGB…. If there is only one, 
then there is only one continuous generator.  
Thus 1 pNGB = U(1). 

Example:

We get a single massless pNGB with decay 
constant “f”.

Goldstone Bosons



To generate a potential we assume some small 
explicit breaking “spurion” with charge “q”:

Which generates the potential:

Remarks…
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Remarks…
• Vev:

• Mass:

• Quartic:

No “naturalness” problem with small vev, mass, 
large quartic.
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Consider more than one pNGB… Unless trivially 
embedded in multiple U(1)’s, this implies a non-
Abelian global symmetry.

Example SO(N+1):

We get multiple massless pNGBs with decay 
constant “f” and unbroken SO(N).

Non-Abelian Goldstone Bosons



To generate a potential we assume some small 
explicit breaking “spurion” in a symmetric irrep
with “n” indices:

This potential is radiatively stable.  Since an 
irrep it is traceless.  The lowest dimension 
operator allowed is this and all others at:

Non-Abelian Goldstone Bosons



Writing usual CCWZ:

We find:

The advertised Gegenbauer polynomial!

Non-Abelian Goldstone Bosons



Consider the Taylor expansion:

Where:

But:

and:

Radiative Stability (i)

Traceless
(Laplacian Vanishes)Symmetric

Irrep



Consider the general potential:

One-loop Coleman-Weinberg potential is:

But Gegenbauer polynomials are solutions to:

So if “G” is a Gegenbauer polynomial with index

then multiplicatively renormalised.

Radiative Stability (ii)



Consider the general potential:

One-loop Coleman-Weinberg potential is:

But Gegenbauer polynomials are solutions to:

So if “G” is a Gegenbauer polynomial with index

then multiplicatively renormalised.

Radiative Stability (ii)



The Gegenbauer potential looks like:

Getting to know Gegenbauer

Approximately periodic:

Global minimum at
naturally small

field values:



Mini-Summary

Remarks…
• Vev:

• Mass:

• Quartic:

No “naturalness” problem with small vev, mass, 
large quartic also for non-Abelian pNGBs.



pNGB Higgs
What might all this have to do with the Higgs?

Consider a minimal model based on SO(5) to 
SO(4), with usual CCWZ parameterisation.  
Kinetic terms are:

Leading to:

Where                   .  Direct connection between 
vev and coupling modifications.



pNGB Higgs
But what determines the vev?

Explicit breaking in the top sector alone leads to 
a scalar potential that is typically of a form like:

Up to model-dependent aspects, minimum 
typically at

Typically persists even when gauge loops are 
included.  Higgs mass too big too…



Gegenbauer Higgs
For pions, sources of explicit symmetry 
breaking are very different:  Quark masses, 
gauge couplings.  Either could in principle have 
dominated.

We propose that perhaps there is an additional 
source of breaking in the UV, not in a minimal 
irrep…

GegenbauerTop
contribution

Tunable
parameter

Depends on
magnitude of

breaking



Gegenbauer Higgs

The critical
value beyond

which origin is
minimum.

More 
Gegenbauer-like



Fine-Tuning
Can consider some qualitative fine-tuning 
aspects like usual log-derivative.  Two 
parameters are

and                                       .

Quantitatively they scale as

Where for a pure Gegenbauer.                        . 



Fine-Tuning
Quantitatively:

Difficult to have f>>MT.

Total tuning
less than 10%.

So
lid

D
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Pheno?
Higgs self-coupling:

But for this benchmark hVV coupling 
modifications below 1%, beyond LHC reach also.

Total modification
less than 10%.

But could
be much
greater.



• Where would a UV source of explicit 
symmetry breaking like this come from?

• What about Gegenbauer’s Twin?  Totally 
natural?  Totally epicycles?

• What about Gegenbauer cosmology?  
Gravitational waves?  Lots of potential for 
first order phase transitions.

• Is there a hidden tuning?

Comments



Symmetry-based approaches to the hierarchy 
problem appear under pressure from LHC.  
Many (me included!) declared a naturalness 
crisis and called for paradigm shift.

This work suggests there is no naturalness 
crisis, but an aesthetic crisis.  Our perspective 
on naturalness has been heavily influenced by 
aesthetic (or minimality) assumptions.

Technical naturalness appears alive and well to 
me...

Conclusions


